Welcome to the first international gallery of artisan soaps that represents Australia, Canada, India, Italy, Jamaica, Romania, Trinidad and the United States. These 26 artists from the Natural Soap Forum on Facebook are being showcased for their inventive use of natural ingredients within their soaping creations. Whether you are just starting out or an old pro, the beautiful artisan soaps that are presented within these pages will hopefully inspire and motivate you. We invite you to browse through these pages and to reach out to the individual artists that spark your creativity. As part of our effort to provide you with the tools to work your creative soaping magic, we have included a resource page near the end of this book. This page identifies the various sources that our 26 artists use to locate the ingredients and tools for making their soaps. Please take a look at the resource page and also visit us in the Natural Soap Forum at www.facebook.com/groups/Naturalsoapforum/.

- The Naturalist and Travelers Companion (1799)
- Natural Resources in Eastern Europe: Political Ecologies of Local Transformation
- National Security and International Criminal Justice
- Natural-Born Protector
- National Geographic Traveler: Rio de Janeiro
- Natural Beauty: Naturkosmetik zum Selbermachen. Mit Kokosol zum Glow
- National Directory of Nonprofit Organizations 21 V2
- Natural Wonders of Vermont: A Guide to Parks, Preserves and Wild Places
- Natural History of Marine Animals